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Scale quickly
for COVID-19 test
volume while offering
your customers
electronic orders
and results support

The Sunquest

COVID-19
Essential Suite
Extend your reach to physician customers
and test for both active and past infections

The Sunquest COVID-19 Essential Suite provides laboratories with a set
of tools to quickly stand up testing and broaden interoperability reach
to physician customers. The offering includes rapid implementation of
electronic COVID-19 test orders and reliable results support, including
pooled testing; instrument connectivity; workflows for both active and past
infections through RT-PCR and serology testing; and optional contact tracing.
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End-to-end laboratory support for COVID-19 testing
•
		
		
•

Quickly stand up COVID-19 testing, including pooled testing, with an end-to-end laboratory solution that
includes an ordering and results portal, driver-level instrument connectivity, and a molecular laboratory 		
information management system (LIMS)
Access three pre-configured workflows for FDA-authorized tests, including RT-PCR and serology

Quickly deployed, user-friendly and flexible
• Rapid installation gets you started quickly*
• Accession multiple sample types, including nasopharyngeal swab, aspirate, bronchoalveolar lavage, and blood
• Cloud-based, hosted by Sunquest, and easily accessible by web browser
• Barcode label templates, printer options pre-configured, and electronic case sign-out

Orders and results portal to reach and serve physician customers
•
•
•
•

Ask-at-order entry questions capture COVID-19 test-specific requirements, insurance, and billing information
Built-in online COVID-19-specific laboratory test catalog and vendor-agnostic LIS HL7 integration
Email notifications of result availability and client-branded reports sent to physicians
Support for pooled testing to decrease turnaround time and conserve reagents and supplies

Robust asset tracking and management
• Efficiently track and manage samples, reagents, instruments, and inventory
• Configure plate maps and leverage sample views, including pending status and assay procedure steps
• Access a separate supervisor queue for exception handling and test cancellations

Focused on security and compliance
•
•
•
•

Detailed audit trails in support of CAP inspection and CLIA accreditation
Barcode functionality supports electronic tracking for patient ID consistency
User password protocols and data security
Support for CDC and Department of Health Reporting of COVID-19 tests

Highly configurable system administration
• Add new ordering clients on-the-fly

• Generate test utilization reports by physician/clinic
• Manage testing priorities with STAT and other special handling indicators
• Add and maintain physician records for practice management and secure results delivery

The COVID-19 Essential Suite includes components of Sunquest Mitogen™ LIMS,
Sunquest Physician Portal, and Data Innovations® Instrument Manager.™
SM

* We will tailor a timeline based on your specific workflow needs, instrument use, and resource availability.
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About Sunquest

•

•
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The One delivering labs to new heights

Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business
acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories
and healthcare organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site, multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and
genetic testing, and support engagement with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Sunquest also provides solutions for public health organizations, in the form of disease
surveillance and outbreak management, to promote public health wellness worldwide. Headquartered in Tucson, AZ with additional offices in Calabasas, CA and India, Sunquest is a global leader in
healthcare information technology. For more information, visit www.sunquestinfo.com.
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